
 
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 
 
USDINR: What is the simplest way to make money while trading financial markets?  
Ans: Just follow the trend with proper risk management and positon sizing.  
 
What is one of the best ways to lose money in financial markets? 
Ans: To not identify a trend and bet against the trend. A lot of energy and money is lost in trying to draw the 
chart and trying to tell the market, what the market should do.  
 
The above two questions are the most important lessons I learned vicariously and also from my own follies. 
It was once my mentor had told me clearly, do not waste time, trying to be right. It is not a TV studio. Focus on 
making money. Being right has little value but making money has all the value.  
 
With this lesson shared let me layout the backdrop of USDINR. NDF is showing an indicative open around 
76.28/30 levels on spot. That means, USDINR June may open near 76.40. If the onshore markets open where 
NDF is indicating, then it will be break out from a 6-week long gyration between 75.00 and 76.00 on spot. We 
have been able to capture a decent risk adjusted return over the past few weeks, employing tactics which work 
when the market is stuck within a narrow range. Luckily, we exited those trades yesterday, at the nick of time. 
Two reasons why I opted to close those trades: 

(i) After a week of extremely narrow range, yesterday, USDINR showed first sign of expanding its 
range. 

(ii) Global markets were indicating that after a pro-longed run higher, a sharp correction may be upon 
us. 

 
Therefore, assuming USDINR does break above this 6-week range. It is an indication of trend emerging from 
reasonably long range. Such trends should be followed. Place stops below 75.90 on spot basis and buy the 
dip. If the breakout is valid, the pair may aim for 77.00 levels on spot. Nevertheless, if the pair fails to hold 
above 75.90, then we will know, the breakout is not sustaining, and we will cut our longs and reverse to short 
again.  
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 
Euro: Euro came-off its highs, as risk off mood in financial bid the US Dollar higher. EURUSD has had a relentless 
run since 1.0870 levels to 1.14. A period of consolidation and correction is warranted. Intermediate trend 
remains upward but over the near term, if the corrective decline extends, then the pair may test the region of 
supports between 1.1150/1.1090.  
 
GBP: Over the past few months GBP had behaved like a risk currency. Rallying when its risk-on and falling when 
its risk-off. Yesterday, a big plunge in global equities hit GBP hard. Cable has dropped from above 1.27 towards 
1.2550 levels. Further decline can not be ruled out. It can test 1.24 levels. GBPINR can also decline towards 
95.30/40 region on June futures.  
 
 JPYINR: As expected, after JPYINR broke out above 70.70 levels, it is going to test 71.50 zone on June futures. 
Further appreciation cannot be ruled out, but if will face strong resistance near 71.70 levels. Therefore, fresh 
long positions can be entered only on a pullback near 71.00 handle. 
 



MACRO VIEW: 
 

 
 
Parts of United States is once again seeing a resurgence of cases and there is talk of lockdowns in those states. 
The global picture on daily new cases have inched higher after flat lining for over 2 months. However, the spike 
is not significant. The good news is that number patients recovered is now greater than number of patients who 
are infected and within the number of infected the number of cases which are critical is quite low. Over the past 
one month, both these measures have shown dramatic improvement. Therefore, as long as these measures do 
not deteriorate significantly, widespread hard lockdowns may not occur.  
 
US stock markets have been the leading the global equity board since March lows. Out of that Nasdaq has been 
on a tear. The major indices in US have rallied anywhere between 45%-50% from March lows. Nasdaq did not 
even have a three consecutive days of decline; such was the power of the bull force. Therefore, it is too early to 
say, trend has reversed. This is still a corrective decline within an uptrend. Unless, lockdowns are back in a big 
way, the theme of global economy getting back into shape via gradual re-opening remains intact. We should not 
forget, that Fed is giving unprecedented support to financial markets. Therefore, if one is not eager to take on 
an EM central bank like RBI and short USDINR, then does it make sense to take on a far bigger force, the 
cocktail of fiscal-monetary bazookas from US Govt and Fed? Having said that, it is important to keep an eye on 
the virus. If the above two statistics which I discussed begins to deteriorate sharply, then it can be a cause of 
concern. 

 
 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 
 

 UK GDP @11:30 am. Important for GBP. 
 UK manufacturing output @ 11:30 am. Important for GBP. 
 US consumer confidence @ 7:30 am. Important for USD. 



TECHNICAL VIEW: 
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